
Unlocking/gathering  
operational data

Improving operational  
efficiencies and reducing costs

INTERNET OF THINGS

READ MORE ABOUT OUR SOLUTIONS

The recipe for a successful 
industry 4.0 strategy.
Along their digital transformation journey companies face 
the challenge of unlocking the data embedded throughout 
operational processes and turning it into insights that drive 
business value.  

Challenges
Challenges range from making real time operational data easily accessible to operators on the floor to 
unravelling complex inefficiencies across internal as well as external production and supply chain stages. 
With the arrival of new technologies such as IOT, AI and soon 5G the possibilities and challenges have 
increased exponentially and the need for a long term End-2-End vision is critical for achieving lasting 
success.

Multiple IoT device / OEM platforms Dealing with Cybersecurity threads

Our Approach
Our solutions are aimed at 
companies looking for an End-2-
End System Integrator to execute 
on a long-term IoT roadmap 
across both OT and IT domains 
with the objective of creating 
maximum business value and 
safeguarding data security.
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We have the knowhow

A proven track record

We’re a one-stop-shop  
in IoT solutions

Trusted tech partner

We offer end-to-end solutions to achieve tangible 
results and create real value. How? We have 
cross-technology knowhow (IOT, AI, 0G to 5G, 
iPaaS, Data and Security) . 

Longstanding assess-build-run IT experience

Generating business value with our Enterprise 
ready IoT & Data solutions. Tailor made with our 
customer centric DNA or As-a-Service

As a Microsoft Gold partner, our Azure based 
IOT, Data, iPaaS architectures are validated by 
Microsoft.   As an integrator we make sure to 
select the OT and IT partners that best fit our 
customers’ needs.

Why Cegeka?

Solutions

IoT Discovery Workshop 

SaaS Asset Tracking & 
Smart Silo Solutions

Custom Azure IoT / Data 
Platform Projects

IoT Security audits

Remote Monitoring, Video 
Assisted Quality Assurance, 
Assisted Maintenance, 
and Digital Twin OT 
Environments

READ MORE ABOUT OUR SOLUTIONS
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